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Growth and melting of 3He crystals have been investigated with a low temper-
ature Fabry-Pérot interferometer. Eleven types of facets were clearly iden-
tified during growth of bcc-3He single crystals at a temperature of 0.55 mK.
The growth rates of the faceted crystals have been measured and the results
indicate significant growth anisotropy. The observed linear dependence of
the growth velocity on the driving force shows that facets grow due to the
presence of dislocations. The calculated free energies of steps suggest that
3He has rather strong coupling of the solid/liquid interface to the lattice and
that the step-step interactions are of elastic origin.



1. INTRODUCTION

Nature shows a big variety of the crystal forms and sizes, most of which
have a polyhedral shape. The types of facets forming the crystal surface and
their sizes are determined by the internal structure of the crystal. Only a
few systems exist, in which rounded crystal shapes can be observed in equi-
librium conditions. Some examples are the microscopic metal crystals,1–3

some organic materials,4 the ice crystals,5 and quantum crystals of 4He6,7

and 3He.8–10 However, at low enough temperatures facets appear in these
systems as well.

The phase transition between rounded and faceted crystal surface is
called ”roughening transition”. However, this transition hardly could be
studied quantitatively in all of the mentioned systems. The diffusion on
the solid surface in equilibrium with the vapor or melt is usually much too
slow and only very small crystals of a few micrometers in size can reach
the equilibrium with a time scale of a few days.11 This indicates that the
intrinsic properties of the interface between the crystal and its vapor/melt
are often hidden behind the latent heat, temperature gradients and diffusion
properties of the media.

The quantum crystals of 4He and 3He are good modeling systems to
study the intrinsic properties of the crystals at low temperatures. Optical
experiments have shown that in the case of hcp-4He the equilibrium crystal
shape can be achieved relatively easily.12,6,7 Below 1.5 K the melting curve
is almost flat (latent heat is small), the surrounding liquid is superfluid
and crystals always follow their equilibrium shape. Three types of facets,
(0001), (11̄00) and (11̄01), have been observed, as well as their roughening
transitions at T = 1.3 K, 0.9 K and 0.36 K.13–17 The roughening transition of
the (0001) facet has been studied most extensively.7 The third facet, (11̄01),
has been observed only during growth17 and no other facet types have been
detected down to 2 mK.18

From the crystallographic point of view 3He crystals could be even more
interesting to study. At low temperatures and moderate pressures, they have
one of the simplest Bravais lattices – bcc, in which case it should be rather
easy to compare the experimental results and theory. At temperatures of
about 0.1÷ 0.2 K 3He crystals behave similarly to the ordinary crystals, the
latent heat is big and the thermal conductivity of surrounding liquid is low.8

However, at temperatures well below TN = 0.93 mK, where the solid 3He be-
comes antiferromagnetically ordered and the liquid phase is superfluid, 3He
crystals are expected to have growth dynamics as fast as 4He.19 On the other
hand, this region has been studied much less extensively, since it is rather
difficult to reach the required temperature range in optical experiments.
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The equilibrium shape of 3He crystals has been observed only in the
vicinity of minimum of the melting curve, where the latent heat is small.20,8

However, at this temperature the crystals are nicely rounded and facets are
not present. As temperature deviates from the minimum and the latent
heat becomes large, the 3He crystals reveal only the growth shapes, which
appear in the course of its formation and are highly sensitive to the growth
conditions.8,9

Prior to work presented in this Paper, the 3He crystals have been studied
optically at temperatures down to 0.7 mK.8,9,21 The first facets, (110), have
been observed on the surface of bcc-3He crystals at T ≤ 100 mK.8 Two
more types of facets, (100) and (211), have been identified during crystal
growth from the superfluid phase.9 Unfortunately, despite the observation
of several facet types the growth velocities of the individual facets have not
been measured, and only the average growth rate has been reported.21

We extended studies of the morphology and growth kinetics of 3He
crystals using interferometric techniques down to 0.55 mK. A significantly
larger number of facets was clearly identified during growth of 3He crystals.
The normal velocities of the single facets were measured and the free energies
of elementary steps of different facet types were obtained.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the equilibrium
crystal shapes and the estimations of the roughening transition temperatures
based on the weak coupling theory. The crystal growth and mobility of steps
are considered as well. A description of an optical setup and the experimental
techniques are given in Section 3. The results on the morphology of 3He
crystals and the growth of rough and faceted surfaces are presented and
discussed in Section 4.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1. Equilibrium crystal shape and roughening transitions

The equilibrium shape of a crystal is determined by the free energy per
unit area of the interface between the solid and the liquid phase, the surface
tension α. The minimization of the total free energy over the crystal surface
yields the equilibrium crystal shape. The phase equilibrium condition at a
given point of the interface is given by Herring equation:22

ps − pl =

(
α+

∂2α

∂φ2
1

)
1
R1

+

(
α+

∂2α

∂φ2
2

)
1
R2
.

The pl and ps are the pressures of the bulk liquid and solid phases, R1

and R2 are the two principal radii of the surface curvature, and φ1, φ2 the
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corresponding angular coordinates. The expression γ = α + ∂2α/∂φ2 is
called a surface stiffness.

If the surface tension would be constant then the interface would be a
perfect sphere. However, a crystal has underlying periodic structure and the
binding energy between the neighboring atoms varies for different crystallo-
graphic orientations, which results in the anisotropy of the surface tension.
It was first shown by Wulff et al.23 that the surface tension of the crys-
tal should have a cusp for the main crystallographic orientations and the
atomically smooth areas (facets) will appear on the interface.

According to Fisher and Weeks,24 at zero temperature all crystals are
expected to be completely faceted. The planes which are most likely to
appear as external facets are the ones with the highest reticular density,
which is directly proportional to the interplanar spacing dhkl of a given type
of plane.25 In the bcc lattice dhkl = 1

2a(h
2+ k2+ l2)−1/2. Despite the infinite

number of possible crystallographic orientations the actual number of facet
types, which will appear on the crystal surface, is determined by the internal
structure of the crystal lattice and an interaction between elementary steps
on the facets.26 For example, crystals with repulsive step-step interactions
are expected to reveal the ”devils’ staircase”, i.e. the appearance of facets
with arbitrarily high Miller indices.27–29 This phenomenon has been recently
observed in lyotropic liquid crystals where crystal surface revealed almost 60
different types of facets.30

As temperature increases and the thermal fluctuations will become big
enough to blur the surface tension cusp of the certain crystallographic orien-
tation, the corresponding facet will disappear. This is so-called roughening
transition. The temperature of roughening transition is given by:24,31

kBTR =
2
π

√
γ‖γ⊥ d2, (1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, d the interplanar distance (height of the
elementary step on the facet) and γ‖ and γ⊥ the principal components of the
surface stiffness for a given surface. Both components should be measured
at a temperature above but close to the expected transition temperature for
that part of the surface.

2.2. Expectations based on the weak coupling theory

The actual temperatures of the roughening transitions in 3He crystals
have not been measured,8,9 so we will estimate them in the framework of
weak coupling theory.31 The surface stiffness of 3He crystals has been mea-
sured only at rather high temperatures8 where no facets exist and γ is almost
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isotropic and temperature independent, γ = γ0 ≈ 0.06 erg/cm2. In estima-
tion of TR for different facets, we may thus use this value of γ,32 with one
important exception. At low temperatures, due to the appearance of facets,
γ becomes strongly anisotropic for vicinal surfaces which are tilted by a small
angle to one of the facets. Assuming this facet to be a ”primary” plane, a
vicinal surface may be viewed as a distribution of terraces and steps.31 In
this case γ‖ and γ⊥ are determined by the characteristics of steps on the
facet and the step-step long-range interaction.

A surface can be called vicinal only if the steps are well separated,
e.g., the distance between them exceeds their width ξ. Otherwise the tilted
surface remains rough, with approximately the same characteristics as above
TR (until it reaches its own roughening transition). In 4He the width of
steps on the basal plain (1000) is known to be rather large compared to the
lattice constant a, ξ ∼ 10a.33 The step width of 3He is expected to be even
larger, due to the larger amplitude of zero point fluctuations.8,34 According
to Nozières,31 at any temperature below TR, ξ is connected to the step free
energy β as

ξβ ∼ kBTR. (2)

The value of β in 3He has never been measured. There is only one
rather indirect estimation made by Rolley et al.8, β110 ≈ 1.2 · 10−11 erg/cm,
which gives ξ ∼ 3 · 10−6 cm. With this value of ξ, only surfaces with very
high Miller indices, like (N,N, 1), (N + 1, N, 0), etc. with N ≥ 100 may be
called vicinal, all other surfaces should be considered as rough (except for
the facet (110) itself). Even if the value of β110 has been underestimated,8

it is clear, that roughening transition of the (110) facet in 3He results in a
change of the surface characteristics only in very close vicinity of the facet.

Thus γ = γ0 is used, and among observed facets Eq. (1) gives the lowest
TR for the (211) facet, T211 ≈ 85 mK, and more than 1000 different types of
facets are expected in equilibrium at 0.7 mK. However, it is generally believed
that in 3He the equilibrium facets are too small to be observed directly, even
such as (110);8,9 the higher order facets should be even smaller. Indeed,
as it was first shown by Landau,27 the equilibrium size of any facet Lhkl is
proportional to βhkl:

Lhkl ≈ βhklR/(dhklγ0), (3)

where R is the characteristic size of the crystal.
In the absence of direct experimental data on the values of β, we try

to estimate them, including those for higher order facets, (very roughly!) as
follows. In the weak coupling approximation,31 β ∼ d

√
γV , where V is the

energy barrier, which pins a liquid/solid interface to the crystal lattice and
separates neighboring equilibrium positions of the interface. If the effective
width of the interface l is large, V is exponentially small (weak coupling).31
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Assuming that l is approximately constant for all surface orientations, we
may write V ∼ γ exp(−l/d) and

β ∼ dγ exp(−l/2d). (4)

To our knowledge, there is no direct experimental data on l in 3He.35

However, we can calculate l in 4He, using Eq. (4) and known values of
β = 4.2 · 10−10 erg/cm and γ = 0.245 erg/cm2 for (1000) facets.36,34 The
result is l/d1000 = 2.5. In 3He we expect a somewhat larger value; so it is
reasonable to assume l/d110 = 3 ÷ 4. For facets like (411), (210), (510) it
gives L ≈ (10−2 ÷ 10−3)R. We see that, most probably, the direct optical
observation of high order facets is only possible rather far from equilibrium,
in a course of growth.

2.3. Crystal growth

2.3.1. Mobility of a rough surface

Growth of a crystal can be viewed as addition of new particles to the
nucleation sites. Thermal or quantum fluctuations ensure a certain density
of such sites on the rough surfaces, and as a result the growth of rough
surfaces does not have a threshold.11 The growth rate v of rough surface is
isotropic and proportional to a chemical potential difference ∆µ driving the
growth:

v = kint∆µ, (5)

where kint is the intrinsic mobility of a liquid/solid interface. The chemical
potential difference between the liquid and solid phases in the case of a flat
interface can be expressed as

∆µ =
ρl − ρs

ρlρs
δp, (6)

where ρl, ρs are the densities of the liquid and solid, and δp is the pressure
variation in the liquid with respect to the equilibrium melting pressure.

Direct measurement of the intrinsic mobility by means of melting or
growing a crystal is difficult, usually the release of latent heat L and the
thermal impedances Zl(Zs) of the liquid (solid) phases mask it completely.
Experimentally accessible is only the effective growth coefficient keff :

1
keff

=
1
kint

+
ρs

T

ZlZsRK

Zl + Zs +RK

[
(TSl − λ)2

Zs
+
(TSs − λ)2

Zl
+
L2

RK

]
, (7)
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where Sl and Ss are the entropies of the liquid and solid, RK is the Kapitza
resistance of the liquid/solid interface and λ determines the distribution of
the latent heat, released or absorbed at the interface, over the two bulk
phases.20 Unfortunately, the thermal impedances of bulk phases make the
effective growth coefficient to depend on the cell geometry and the results
of different experiments cannot be directly compared.

In 4He crystals the intrinsic growth coefficient is easily accessible below
approximately T = 1.3 K due to the negligible latent heat and good thermal
conductivities of the bulk phases.37 The intrinsic mobility keff = 0.18 s/m
of 3He has been measured only at the minimum of the melting curve (T =
320 mK), where the latent heat is zero.20,38

At other temperatures, where the latent heat is nonzero, thermal impe-
dances play a major role. The theory predicts the intrinsic growth coefficient
of 3He crystals to be experimentally accessible at the temperatures below
0.2 mK.19

The rather strong temperature dependence of the growth coefficient
was observed in the temperature region of 0.44 mK < T < 0.73 mK by
NMR measurements.39 The solid was melting much faster at lower tem-
peratures, unfortunately, it has not been measured quantitatively. Later
optical experiments conducted at a temperature 0.7 mK, have reported on
keff = 2.3 · 10−4 s/m.21

2.3.2. Growth rate of facets

Atomically flat surfaces grow layer by layer. This process is slow, since
some mechanism is required for the creation of sites where atoms can stick
to. As a result, dissipative processes in the bulk phases do not have big
influence on the growth properties as in a case of rough surfaces.

In dislocation-free crystals, the growth of the facets is determined by
the nucleation rate of new layers and is highly non-linear with the applied
chemical potential difference. At high temperatures the thermal energy is
most significant, and two-dimensional nucleation of the terraces on the facets
is favorable. The growth rate v of the facet is expressed as follows:40

v ∼ (∆µ/kBT ) exp

(
− πβ2

3d∆µkBT

)
. (8)

At lower temperatures, thermal fluctuations become weaker and the
growth mechanism due to quantum nucleation with even stronger depen-
dence (exp(∆µ)−2) will dominate.41

In presence of screw dislocations the spiral growth is the main growth
mechanism at any temperature. The dislocations in bcc-lattice have only
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two types of Burger’s vectors �b: < ±1/2,±1/2,±1/2 >, and < ±1, 0, 0 >,
< 0,±1, 0 >, < 0, 0,±1 >, other Burger’s vectors have too high elastic
energies and therefore are unstable. The dislocations with �b of the first type
have the lowest energy.

When dislocation is crossing a crystal surface, the step of atomic height
is produced. Strictly speaking this is true only for the (110) facet, where �b =
< 1/2, 1/2, 1/2 > or < 1, 0, 0 > and the step height h = a/

√
2 corresponds to

the interatomic distance. On all other facets different dislocations can pro-
duce various number of steps. For example, on the (100) facet a dislocation
with �b = < 1/2, 1/2, 1/2 > produces one step of elementary height h = a/2,
while �b = < 1, 0, 0 > produces a step of double height h = a. However, such
step is unstable and two steps of elementary height are produced.

In 3He, the step inertia as well as the effect of step localization18 are
neglected since the step velocities vs are not so high as in 4He and the kinetic
energy of the step is very small compared to the step energy at rest β (per
unit length). As a result, the growth rate of an atomically smooth surface
induced by the screw dislocations in the regime of constant mobility is

v =
µd

19β

(
d∆ρ
ρl

)2

(δp)2K. (9)

Here µ is the step mobility, d is the height of elementary step, δp is the
pressure deviation from the equilibrium value and K is the number of steps
produced by one dislocation.

At temperatures below TN, there are two main dissipative mechanisms
related to the step motion: scattering of magnons from the solid and quasi-
particles from the liquid at their collisions with a moving step.

The magnon contribution was calculated using scattering amplitude of
any wave at its collision with a rigid step.42 Below TN the step mobility of
3He equals

µ =
30
π3/2

ξ0
d2
h̄3c4

T 4
, (10)

where ξ0 is the step width (rms displacement) defined in Ref. [42]. In this
derivation specular (100%) reflection at the interface was assumed and the
anisotropy of the magnon velocity c was neglected.

In the limit of very low temperatures, T 
 h̄c/ξ0 ≈ 0.1 mK, the step
mobility due to magnons becomes

µ =
π2

8ζ(5)
1
d2
h̄4c5

T 5
, ζ(5) = 1, 037... (11)

One has to point out that actually the mobility should be somewhat higher
due to nonzero transmission coefficient of magnons at the liquid-solid inter-
face.
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In contrast to magnons, the characteristic wavelength of quasiparticles
is short, λ = a, and the scattering amplitude is unknown. However, the
approximation used in calculation of the force acting on the vibrating wire43

gives rather accurate results in the case of steps of macroscopic height h� a.
At h ∼ a this approach is expected to be correct in order of magnitude. The
quasiparticles contribution was estimated with an assumption of specular
reflection at a moving step of the profile shown in Fig. 1.

w

hvs

Fig. 1. The profile of the moving step (w – step width, h – height of the
step).

Similar to 4He crystals, a step is expected to be wide, w � a. In the
limit of low velocities of the step vs the mobility equals to

µ =
9π3

16
h̄3w exp(∆/T )

p4Fh
2

, (12)

where ∆ is the superfluid energy gap and pF is the quasiparticles momentum.
Numerical estimations show that below 1 mK the contribution of quasipar-
ticles to the total force on the step is small compared with the magnon
contribution, see Eq. (10).

Equation (9) remains valid until the step speed vs exceeds some critical
velocity vc, when the step mobility suddenly drops down. In this latter
regime

v =
d2vc
2πβ

∆ρ
ρl
δpK (13)

and the growth speed does not depend on the step mobility.
In 3He the lowest critical velocities are, first, the magnon velocity c

and second, the pair-breaking velocity vpb. In low magnetic fields, both are
approximately 7÷ 8 cm/s.44,45 Their effect on the step mobility depends on
the strength of coupling of magnons and quasiparticles to the step motion.
For magnons rather strong coupling is expected because the moving step
directly touches and disturbs spins of the solid next to the interface, and
thus effectively radiates spin waves when vs > c. It means that such a
Cherenkov radiation significantly suppresses the step mobility at vs > c.
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As for quasiparticles, the situation is expected to be different due to
large quasiparticles momentum and, at the same time, large value of the
step effective width ξ0. Similar to the case of rotons in 4He,18 at vs ∼
vc = ∆/pF the Cherenkov radiation of quasiparticles is exponentially weak,
I ∝ exp(−πξ0∆/h̄vs) ∼ exp(−πξ0pF/h̄), and becomes significant only at
much higher step velocities.

The growth velocities of faceted crystals have been measured below TN

using nuclear magnetic resonance techniques46,39 and direct optical observa-
tions.21 All measurements have shown similar growth rates, with very weak
temperature dependence. The observed average crystal growth was much
slower than melting and it was attributed to the growth of facets.39,21

3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

3.1. Experimental setup

Interferometric studies have higher spatial resolution than usual optical
visualization. We have utilized a multiple-beam interferometer for the mor-
phology and growth kinetics studies of bcc-3He crystals. Path interferometry
has the advantage of a low required light intensity47 and it allows simulta-
neous observation of the global crystal shape and of the fine details of the
solid/liquid interface.

Figure 2 illustrates the general scheme of our optical setup. All optical
components are inside the 4-K vacuum jacket18 with the exception of a He-
Ne laser (λ = 632.8 nm) located at room temperature. A laser beam is
guided through a single mode fiber into the vacuum jacket, where the beam
expander (BE) expands it to a diameter of 8 mm. Via a 50% beam splitter
the beam enters the interferometer through the upper mirror (M50). The
light undergoes multiple reflections between the mirrors and the interference
pattern, formed by the interfering beams, is reflected back through the upper
mirror. A system of lenses and a periscope focuses the resulting image to
a cooled CCD-sensor which has 575 x 383 elements (pixels). The horizontal
resolution of the optical setup is one pixel, corresponding to about 15 µm.

The incoming and outcoming laser beams (optical arms) are separated
in the present setup, which simplifies the optical design and the adjustments.
Most of the optical components: the beam expander, the beam splitter and
the light dumper are housed below the mixing chamber to minimize the
optical path between the end of the fiber and the interferometer. However,
they are thermally connected to the cold plate (T ≈ 70 mK) in order to
reduce the heat load to the mixing chamber of the dilution refrigerator.

The distance between mirrors was made as small as possible (45 mm), to
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Fig. 2. General scheme of the optical setup. LD - light dumper, BE - beam
expander, M50 and M70 - mirrors with 50% and 70% reflectivity. For details,
see the text.
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improve the rigidity and stability of the adjustments. The top mirror of the
interferometer can be shifted in vertical direction by means of a cylindrical
piezo-electric crystal to which the mirror is attached.48 The piezo-electric
transducer and the mirrors are thermally connected to the mixing chamber.
The operating temperature of the interferometer is close to 10 mK which
makes it probably the coldest multiple-beam interferometer ever made.

We have built an experimental cell of the Pomeranchuk type with total
volume of 13 cc. The system of BeCu bellows allows the volume changes
up to 8% of the total volume. The cross-section area of the 4He bellow is
roughly three times larger than that of the 3He side. The compression of the
experimental volume at low temperature is conducted by the calibrated flow
of 4He from the ballast volume at room temperature. The cell is thermally
connected to the copper nuclear stage of the demagnetization refrigerator.
The heat exchanger (Ag-sinter) has a surface area of 50 m2.

The crystals are grown in the observable part of the experimental cham-
ber located between the interferometer mirrors. The optical part is formed
by a cylindrical copper body (ø = 16 mm, h = 12 mm) which is sealed off
by two antireflection-coated fused-silica windows. Placed just outside the
field of view is a sharp tungsten tip nucleator to which a high voltage can
be applied. The vertical resolution of our interferometer in the solid/liquid
interface position is a few µm and crystal surfaces with a slope of up to 70
degrees with respect to the bottom mirror can be measured.

The 3He pressure is monitored by the capacitance measurements of
a Straty-Adams type strain gauge49 implemented in the cell. The BeCu
membrane of the gauge is 0.4 mm thick and has a diameter of 9 mm. On
each cooldown from room temperature the pressure gauge was calibrated at
1 K. The resolution of the pressure gauge is a few µbar at 35 bars, when
measured with AH2500A capacitance bridge.50 The pressure of 4He was
monitored at room temperature.

3.2. Temperature calibration

Temperature in the cell was determined from the equilibrium melting
curve pressure using Adams’ temperature scale.51 The temperature calibra-
tion was checked after every demagnetization: small crystal was kept in the
cell during warm up. The typical pressure trace is illustrated in Fig. 3, the
inserts shows details of A′, B′ and N ′ transitions in 3He. First, the slope
of the melting curve changes at T = 0.93 mK due to Neil transition (N ′)
in solid 3He: from the antiferromagnetically ordered state it becomes para-
magnetically disordered. Next transition (B′) is observed as a flat step on
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Fig. 3. The fixed points in the 3He pressure trace for the temperature cali-
bration during warm up. Inserts show in detail the A′ (superfluid A-phase
to normal), B′ (B-phase to A-phase) and N ′ (u2d2 ordered solid to spin dis-
ordered solid) transitions. Zero of the pressure corresponds to the melting
curve value at T = 0.

the pressure trace, when the superfluid enters from B-phase to A-phase at
T = 1.93 mK. The last fixed point (A′) is again the slope change of the melt-
ing curve at 2.5 mK, when superfluid becomes normal liquid. The calibration
on the cooldown was not checked due to the A-phase supercooling.

3.3. Interferogram analysis

The type of each facet on the crystal surface was identified by comparing
the measured angles between facets with the theoretically possible ones for
the perfect bcc-structure. This technique has been widely applied in the
crystallography before the development of the X-ray spectroscopy.25

Of course, there is a big number of facets which are infinitely close to
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each other and satisfy the selection criteria within experimental precision. In
analysis, always the most ”stable” facet was selected within the experimen-
tally determined angles (i.e., the facets with maximum reticular density).
The typical difference between the expected and measured angles was 2◦; in
the worst cases it was around 6◦ for the shortest fringes.52

Two different approaches were utilized to identify faces: a phase-shift
technique53,48 was applied when a crystal was under stable conditions and
the intensity based analysis methods were used during crystal growth.54

3.3.1. Phase-shift technique

In the ideal case of multiple–beam interferometry, there is a simple
relation between the height of the crystal h and the intensity of the image
at the corresponding point:

I(h(x, y)) = A
(
1− B

1− C cosϕ(h(x, y))
)
, (14)

where A is the initial intensity, B and C depend on the reflectivities of the
mirrors and ϕ is a wavefront phase ϕ = 4π∆nh/λ. ∆n = 1.66·10−3 is the
difference in refractive indices of solid and liquid 3He at about 1 mK.

Single interferogram contains information only on the intensities at each
point while the phase of a wavefront is lost. However, it can be directly
calculated from the changes in the recorded intensity data when a known
phase change is induced by changing the mirror distance in the Fabry-Pérot
interferometer.53

The crystal surface profile was reconstructed using the following proce-
dure:48,52 four subsequent interferograms were taken with a π/2 phase shift
in between; the optical path was changed by applying a high voltage to the
piezo crystal. The thickness profile corresponds to the real shape of the
crystal when the bottom of the crystal is a single flat surface.

Figure 4a illustrates the obtained phase of the 3He crystal. The crystal
with four types of observed facets, (110), (100), (211), and (210), lies in
left-top corner of the cell. Despite the careful adjustment of the optics at
room temperature, at low temperatures the mirrors were slightly tilted with
respect to each other. A liquid helium wedge due to a 2 degree tilt of the
top window gives the main contribution of the background pattern, which
is observed in the bottom part of the interferogram. A computer generated
surface profile of the ideal bcc-crystal shape with corresponding facets is
shown for clarity (see Fig. 4b).

The phase–based method proves to be very sensitive and convenient
technique to use under small growth/melting rates. The main advantage is
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Fig. 4. a) The measured phase of the 3He crystal at 0.55 mK. The solid line
marks identified facets with Miller indices. b) Computer generated shape of
a bcc-crystal with four corresponding facet types.

a possibility to calculate quickly and easily the shape and the velocity of
rounded surfaces. As an example, Fig. 5 presents a restored surface profile
of a crystal during melting.

However, when working with sufficiently high velocities, this method
is of no use because the shape of the crystal varies remarkably during the
20 seconds required to complete four frame–measurements. At such circum-
stances we have applied the intensity–based methods, which require only
single interferograms.

3.3.2. Intensity based analysis

In principle, the intensity–based methods can be used for reconstructing
the whole shape of a crystal. However, the purpose was to analyze only plane
regions of the surface (facets), and in such a case this method becomes simple
to apply.

Three different methods were employed to identify facets: Hough trans-
form, fitting with a ”corrugated-iron” function and auto-correlation. All
these methods were used with only one (trivial) assumption that fringes
belonging to the same facet are parallel and equidistant.

To obtain the parameters of facets with Hough method the positions
of the fringe minima (maxima) were located and combined to a skeleton
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Fig. 5. The surface profile of a 3He crystal during melting at T = 0.55 mK.

pattern. The distance D between parallel lines and their slope were then
determined using a Hough transform.55 This transforms a line on the x− y
(image) plane to a unique point in the ρ− θ plane, using the representation
of the line x cos θ + y sin θ = ρ, where θ is the angle of its normal and ρ its
distance from the origin.

A facet is uniquely determined by the plane equation:

1
D sin θ

x+
1

D cos θ
y +

±2∆n
λ

z = 1, (15)

where ± is the sign of the thickness change. The direction of the thickness
change was deduced from the fact that the center of the crystal is higher
than the edges or found from the earlier thickness measurement with the
phase-shift technique.

The shape of the 3He crystal shown in Fig. 6 was resolved using the
Hough transform method, the corresponding skeleton pattern is presented
on the right side of Fig. 6. The white dashed-line polygons mark the edges
of facets and Miller indices indicate the type of each facet.

However, the most practical way to find a facet normal is to fit the
intensity distribution of the facet region with a sinusoidal waveform which
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Fig. 6. a) The interferogram of a growing 3He single crystal at 0.55 mK. The
regions with equidistant parallel fringes correspond to flat surfaces. b) The
skeleton pattern of the same crystal. White dashed lines indicate the edges
of identified facets with corresponding Miller indices.

is stretched out into two dimensions. The real intensity distribution in the
majority of cases was not described well with Eq. (14). Probably the main
reason for such a difference is the non-uniform illumination as well as the
absorption and dispersion of light which are neglected in the ideal case.
However, the trial function had the same set of fitting parameters as the
exact function: the wave number (inverse distance between the minima),
the orientation with respect to the horizontal axis, the phase shift and the
amplitude of the intensity oscillations. The changes in mean intensity were
determined by appropriate normalization of the data. The parameters of the
facets were found from obtained values of the wave number and orientation.

The distance between fringes and their angle with respect to axes were
determined by an auto-correlation function as well. The auto-correlation
method is often used in the classification of textures, it takes series of adja-
cent pixels and correlates them with themselves. Marked peaks in the curve
indicate a periodicity, and the sizes of the peaks indicate how predictable
the texture is from its periodic repetition.

All described methods yield the normal vectors of the facets, after which
angles were calculated and compared to theoretically expected ones. Hough
transform is the most sophisticated method and was used only to analyze
the crystals with small facets. The fitting with ”corrugated iron” function
proved to be the fastest method, however, it easily falls to a local minima
and was checked with significantly slower auto-correlation function. The
results obtained by all three methods were the same.
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3.3.3. Analysis of the growth velocity

Typically analysis of the growth sequences was conducted as follows:
the crystal shape with the smallest number of facets was treated first. When
all facets were identified, the precedent interferogram with more facets was
processed and etc. The anisotropy of growth simplified the identification
of different regions on the crystal shape, the edges of various facets were
traced by looking at animated sequences, which were composed from single
interferograms.

The interface velocities were calculated from the difference in the fringe
positions between two subsequent interferograms. A cross-correlation func-
tion was one of the methods used to trace fringe displacement. The cross-
correlation is an analogous to the auto-correlation with the exception that
two subsequent images are compared. Another method employed to calcu-
late the interface motion was to fit a sinusoidal waveform function with one
free parameter, the phase shift.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Crystal shape during growth

All studied crystals were nucleated from the superfluid by applying high
voltage to the nucleator at the lowest accessible temperature.56 They were
grown and melted at constant temperature by compressing or decompressing
the cell with controlled flow of 4He. The typical pressure trace is illustrated
in Fig. 7. In this sequence the crystal was grown with several 4He flows: in
region B the compression rate was increased by a factor of two and approx-
imately 1.7 times in region C. During the growth images of the crystal were
taken every 4 s.

Selected interferograms of the recorded growth sequence are shown in
Fig. 8. Initially the crystal shape was nicely rounded (Fig. 8a), its interfer-
ence pattern is similar to the background, which suggests that the orientation
of the crystal top is almost parallel to the bottom mirror.

After starting the steady and slow cell compression, the pressure of 3He
increased (region A in Fig. 7) and the facets appeared on the crystal sur-
face. Rounded surfaces decreased in size and the crystal became completely
faceted within approximately 50 seconds showing sharp edges between facets
(see Fig. 8b). The analysis showed that mostly facets with high Miller in-
dices initially dominate on the growing crystal surface.

Some sets of fringes moved significantly faster than others, thus indi-
cating higher growth velocities. For example, the facet (411) was observed
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growth and the melting curve value of a 3He crystal at T = 0.55 mK. The 4He
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only during the first 30 seconds on the crystal surface, later it was wedged
out (Fig. 8c). After some time the same happened with other high order
facets: (431), and (321) with (311) disappeared approximately within 200 s
and 400 s of crystal growth, respectively (Fig. 8e).

Figure 8f illustrates that only most ”stable” types of facets, (110), (100)
and (211), remained on the final crystal shape after 25 minutes of growth.
Typically, as growth would continue, only two types of facets (110) and (100)
would remain.

Most of the growth sequences were started from the rounded shape of
the crystal and the same types of facets were reappearing. Altogether eleven
types of facets were observed during crystal growth. Each facet was detected
on more than one interferogram and had at least three equally spaced parallel
fringes. All facet types were uniquely identified with the exception of the
(510) facet which is rather close to the (410) facet. However, as it was
mentioned earlier, in such cases the most ”stable” facets were chosen.
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Figure 9 shows the positions of all detected facets on one elementary
patch of the whole crystal habit. Also the positions of those facets which were
not observed, but have a higher (or equal) reticular density and thus a higher
(or equal) roughening temperature than the (311) plane, are shown in Fig.
9 as open circles. The sequence of facets from the (100) to (110), namely the
(210), (310) and (510) form the precursor to the ”devils’ staircase”, which
is expected to appear on the crystal surface in the case of the long-range
repulsive step-step interaction.

4.2. Mobility of smooth and rough surfaces

The measured normal growth velocities of different facet types with cor-
responding overpressures are presented in Fig. 10. The observed anisotropy
is rather strong, the velocities of (110) and (510) facets, for instance, differ
about one order of magnitude. The scatter in the growth velocities and pres-
sure are not determined by the resolution of the measurements, but rather
have a physical origin. The higher was the applied overpressure the bigger
were the deviations. The scatter in the pressure was approximately ten times
smaller during the melting of the crystal.

The measured growth velocities have almost linear dependence on the
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applied overpressure, which suggests that growth mechanism is a spiral
growth in the regime of suppressed step mobility. The significantly faster
growth rates were observed during growth and melting of the rough surface.

The growth velocity of the rough surface was estimated on the surface
of the (100) facet, where creation of some defect initiated a propagation
of a macroscopic step. Figure 11 shows the difference between successive
interferograms during the observed step-like growth. The images (a, e) cor-
respond to a typical growth rates of the (100) facet. The sudden change of
the growth rate is easily observed on frame b, the step covers half of the facet.
During the next frame it expands over whole facet, and starts to disappear
on frame d.

The profile of the step is expected to be similar to the one illustrated
in Fig. 1. The step width was estimated from the frame Fig. 11c and is
about 3 mm. The interferogram analysis showed that only the (100) facet
was growing and gained about 60 µm of height in approximately 8 seconds.

The pressure trace during this growth corresponds to a dip minimum
depicted in Fig. 7C. The sudden pressure drop reflects the creation of the
defect and a fact that significantly lower overpressure is required to drive
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Fig. 11. The step-like growth of the (100) facet. During 8 s crystal has
grown about 60 µm.

the growth of a rough surface. During the step-like growth the overpressure
was constant (δp = 65 µbar). The cell compression rate of 5.3 · 10−5 cc/s of
3He solid is in good agreement with the volume of the grown crystal. The
obtained effective growth coefficient equals 3 · 10−3 s/m.

The measurements of the growth rates during melting is more difficult:
the developed underpressure is small and the crystal shape is continuously
changing. The analysis showed that a crystal initially melts very fast near
the edges between facets, and the melting rate slows down as the crystal
achieves a certain shape or a bigger surface is involved in melting. Figure 12
shows interferogram of a melting crystal, the dashed line highlights the (100)
facet present during melting.

The average velocity of melting, measured at T = 0.55 mK, was 1.67 µm/s
with corresponding underpressure of ∆p = −11.3 µbar. This yields an effec-
tive growth coefficient keff = 2 · 10−3 s/m, which agrees well with the value
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110

Fig. 12. The (110) facet present on the surface of 3He crystal during melting
at T = 0.55 mK.

obtained during the growth of a rough surface.
The growth rate of the fastest growing facet (411) was two times smaller

than that of melting. This suggests that the spiral growth of most of facets
is not determined by the dissipative processes in bulk phases, but reflects
the intrinsic processes on the crystal surface.

4.3. Step energies of the facets and discussion

The step energies of different facets were calculated from the measured
growth velocities using Eq. (13). The only value which is not strictly defined
is the number of the elementary steps produced by dislocations on the high
order facets. The actual distribution of dislocations in the crystal and their
types are not known. However, the most ”stable” facets grow slowly, have
larger sizes, and are present for a longer time on the crystal surface. As a
result, these facets should be observed in experiments. Thus in analysis it
was assumed that one dislocation produces one step since the corresponding
growth velocity is the slowest.

Table 1 lists all observed facets with calculated step free energies. How-
ever, the obtained energies of steps should be considered as the lower limits
since higher number of steps produced by one dislocation leads to a higher
step energy.

Figure 13 shows the calculated step energies. The linear fit in the log-
log coordinates gives approximately fourth power dependence of the step
energy versus the height of an elementary step, and not an exponential law
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Table 1. Miller indices of the experimentally observed types of facets, their
reciprocal lattice vectors <hkl>, the interplanar distance ratio with respect
to the (110) facet, the measured free energy of the elementary step β and
the highest temperature Tmax

obs at which the facet has been observed.

Miller index <h k l> (d110/dhkl)2 β (erg/cm) Tmax
obs (mK)

110 <1
2

1
2 0> 1 4.2 · 10−10 100

100 <1 0 0> 2 9.5 · 10−11 10
211 <1 1

2
1
2> 3 3.2 · 10−11 <10

310 <11
2

1
2 0> 5 1.3 · 10−11 0.55

111 <1 1 1> 6 — 0.55
321 <11

2 1
1
2> 7 8.1 · 10−12 0.55

411 <2 1
2

1
2> 9 8 · 10−13 0.55

210 <2 1 0> 10 5.6 · 10−12 0.55
510 <21

2
1
2 0> 13 3.2 · 10−12 0.55

431 <2 11
2

1
2> 13 2.1 · 10−12 0.55

311 <3 1 1> 22 1.3 · 10−12 0.55

as expected by the weak-coupling model. The obtained result suggests that
the step-step interactions are of elastic origin (r−2).57

The energy β of elementary steps on the (110) facet equals 4.2 · 10−10

erg/cm, unexpectedly this value is the same as has been observed in 4He
crystals for (1000) facet. The width of elementary step ξ110 calculated using
Eq. (2) equals 2÷3 lattice constants which is 4 times smaller than on (1000)
facet in 4He. In 4He, the coupling of the interface to the lattice has been
reported to be of medium strength,31 however, despite the predictions34 in
3He it is even stronger.

All presented studies were done at T = 0.55 mK and the roughening
transitions temperatures of different facets could not be measured. However,
they can be estimated for different vicinal surfaces using the obtained values
of step free energies. The steps on a relevant facet ((100), for example)
are assumed to behave as isotropic strings with linear tension58 (free energy
per unit length) β100. The elastic step-step interactions dominate and the
interaction energy (per unit length) is:57

U(x) =
f2

E

(
d100
x

)2

· 2
π

(
1− σ2

)
, (16)

where E is the Young modulus and σ the Poisson ratio, f is a new char-
acteristics of the step in order of magnitude equal to γ, and x the distance
between steps; for vicinal surfaces of the type of (N10) x = Nd100. The
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calculations yield

γ‖ =
2π(1− σ2)
Ed100

f2

N
, γ⊥ =

β100
d100

N, (17)

where dN10 is the interplanar distance on (N10) facet (or, in other words,
the height of ”secondary” steps).

The free energy of the step on the (N10) vicinal surface for elastic step-
step interactions is:

βN10 =
48
π
ζ(3)

1− σ2

E
f2
(
dN10

d100

)4

. (18)

The derivation was analogous to the one conducted by Landau in case of
the Van der Waals interactions.27 Similar formulas can be written for other
families of facets, connected to (100), and to other ”primary” facets, like
(110) and (211). Strictly speaking, the result, Eq. (18), is correct only in the
case N � 1. However, our measurement shows that the dependence β ∼ d4
remains valid with reasonable accuracy even for the most densely packed
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facets. Using this relation, βN10 can be expressed as:

βN10 = β100
(
dN10

d100

)4

= 16β100
1
N4
. (19)

The roughening transition temperature for vicinal facets is obtained by
inserting Eq. (17) into Eq. (1) and the trivial substitutions with Eqs. (18,
19) yield

kBTN10 = 4

√
2

3ζ(3)
β100a

1
N2
. (20)

Using the measured value of β100 ≈ 10−10 erg/cm with the lattice con-
stant a = 4.34 Å we have finally:

T ≈ 100
(
dhkl
a

)2

mK. (21)

Then among observed vicinal facets the lowest TR for the (510) type,
T510 ≈ 4 mK. Certainly this estimate is too crude to predict absolute values
of TR for any facet but it seems useful if we want to compare TR for different
vicinal facets. Note here that Eq. (1) with γ = γ0 = 0.06 erg/cm2 yields

T ≈ 520
(
dhkl
a

)2

mK. (22)

In this connection, it would be quite interesting to obtain direct experimental
data on TR for vicinal facets.

Using Eq. (3) with γ0 = 0.06 erg/cm2 and obtained step energies it is
easy to estimate the equilibrium sizes of the facets: the equilibrium size of
(110) should be approximately 0.2R and higher order facets are expected
to be smaller. The typical size of observed crystal was around 4 ÷ 10 mm,
which means that the (110) facets could be easily detected within our optical
resolution.

After growth of a crystal was stopped the edges between facets rounded
off. Unfortunately, this can not be attributed to the equilibrium crystal
shape since the reverse happens when we stopped melting of the crystal.
Thermal effects in the filling line are responsible for such pressure instabil-
ities. In order to measure the real equilibrium shape of the crystal a cold
valve should be installed in the system.

5. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, single 3He crystals were grown and studied at a temper-
ature of 0.55 mK using a multiple-beam interferometer. Altogether eleven
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facets were identified during crystal growth using advanced methods of in-
terferogram analysis. Theoretical estimations are in a good agreement with
the experiments predicting in equilibrium even a larger number of facets to
be present at this temperature.

The growth rates of atomically smooth and rough surfaces have been
measured. The growth and melting velocities of rough surfaces are similar
as expected and the average effective growth coefficient equals to keff =
2.5 · 10−3 s/m. Unfortunately, it is difficult to compare it with previous
measurements,21 due to the dependence on the experimental cell geometry.

The atomically smooth areas are growing by approximately an order
of magnitude slower than the rough surfaces. We were able to measure the
strong anisotropy of the growth kinetics for several types of facets. Almost
linear dependence of growth rates with the driving force points to spiral
growth with limited step mobility. Most probably the critical step velocity
is due to Cherenkov emission of magnons.

We obtained the free energy of steps β for most of the observed facets.
The fourth power dependence on the elementary step height, β ∝ d3.9±0.5,
indicates that the step-step interactions have an elastic origin.

The step energy of the most ”stable” (110) facet β110 = 4.2·10−10 erg/cm
and the width of the elementary step ξ110 = 2 ÷ 3a compared with values
for 4He (1000) facet show that the coupling of the interface to the lattice in
3He is even stronger than in 4He. The measured values for β and estimated
temperatures of the roughening transitions show that there is no reason to
speak about strong dynamic roughening in the case of 3He.

The above analysis shows that in order to produce and observe more
new facets in 3He one should have good optical and time resolution and be
very careful in choosing the suitable growth regime. It is also clear that direct
measurements on the equilibrium crystal shape and actual temperatures of
roughening transitions are necessary.
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